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From Tushiyah to the world with impact 

 

 
For the past ten years, Tushiyah has been successfully implementing Enterprise and Supplier 

Development (ESD) aligned with the BBBEE legislative requirements of South Africa. The 

impact we made over the years has received many nods from clients, participants and 

industry greats alike, leading to a fulfilling award-winning journey along the way.  This 

expertise saw Tushiyah being invited to join other organizations from across the world at the 

Beyond the Known information sharing gathering in Berlin, Germany recently. The purpose of 

the gathering was to discover new ways to support entrepreneurship and SME development.  

 

Our commitment to finding bankable solutions and offering the best to SMEs gave us the 

drive needed to grab these opportunities with both hands. Even though we knew that our 

contribution will be meaningful and solid because our solutions are of international standard, 

we also looked forward to learning from others as we shared from our wealth of experience.  

Being among some of the great minds was refreshing and it soon became clear that the 

problem we are trying to solve is, in fact, a global challenge. What is exciting though is that 
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there are no problems too big for the strategies we have in place. We are excited to be 

implementing from that space going forward. About the gathering, Abigail Khuluse said 

“There were some key learnings such as the SCALE report- benchmarking incubator 

programmes globally, building sustainability to be part of the offering as we look for win -win 

solutions for all stakeholders which definitely have a positive impact on the way we do 

business going forward, taking SME development forward with excellence.” She continued, 

“We also look forward to collaborating and continue sharing knowledge with the other 

implementers that were part of the conference.”  As much as the experience was ours, it was 

also for South Africa, to which one of the organizers said, “your experience from South Africa 

has been a very valuable contribution for other practitioners engaged in ecosystem building.” 

She went on to congratulate Tushiyah for being a champion. She continued, “I think 

Tushiyah’s presence at the event was really visible and noticed.” 

 

Impact is what we are about, and we are proud to know that our presence was felt 

internationally as it is here at home. We look forward to more wins for us all.  

 

 


